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Most researchers are now aware of an apparent ‘replication crisis’ in the biomedical sciences. It has been 

argued that most published research findings are false, and less than half of experiments can be replicated 

in some fields. The eminent neuroscientist and commentator Dorothy Bishop alleges that the problems have 

been known for decades, but regrettably, “many researchers still persist in working in ways almost 

guaranteed not to deliver meaningful results”. Instead, they ‘ride the four horsemen of the irreproducibility 

apocalypse’. These are 1) Publication bias, 2) Low statistical Power, 3) P-Hacking and 4) HARKing (Bishop, 

2019). Such ominous discourses encouraged us to reflect our own data and practices. For the last 10 years, 

we have been using an Event Related Potential (ERP) signal called the Sustained Posterior Negativity (SPN) 

to investigate visual symmetry perception. Is our SPN research delivering meaningful results, or is it 

compromised by Bishops four horsemen? We realized that that seeking objective answer would be an 

original and provocative meta-scientific research project that could have broad implications.  We first 

compiled all our SPN data into a complete catalogue (40 projects, 6674 ERPs from 2215 participants, 

https://osf.io/2sncj/). We then analysed the whole data set and identified 1) significant, but largely benign 

file drawer effect, 2) a substantial problem with statistical power and 3) a minor concern with some kinds of 

P-Hacking. While other large scale EEG replication studies provide breadth (Pavlov, 2020), this study 

provides depth. We hope other researchers will be inspired to conduct similar exercises with their own data 

sets.  
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